NOVEMBER -- THREE BLUES JEWEL STAR

3 x 3 Finished Block 12” (with seam allowances 12-1/2”)

✿ FABRIC COLORS: The cold dark sky sparkles and our JEWEL STAR shimmers. To make it special, choose ‘fancy’ fabrics: a background of WHITE (A,B,C,D), a frame of POWDER BLUE (E,F,G), the cornerstone and under-star of TRUE BLUE (I,H), top star of LIGHT BLUE (K,L) and a center diamond JEWEL (J). Choose any beautiful jewel color that accentuates your star -- metallic, iridescent, sparkly, multi-tones, etc.


✿ STEP 2: For jewell, place one K centered on side of J, with fabric right sides together; sew with scant 1/4” seam. Press out, DO NOT trim tips. Using another K repeat on opposite side of J and press out. Then sew last two K on remaining sides of J. Trim to 4-1/2” square.

✿ STEP 3: Sew two D-H-L units using diagram above for placement. Press without stretching and trim to 4-1/2” square. Sew two G-H-L units in same manner.

✿ STEP 4: Sew a F-C-I-F four patch by following diagram. Press, trim to 4-1/2” square. Next sew two B-E units as in diagram. Press and trim to 2-1/2” x 4-1/2”.

✿ STEP 5: Layout all the units you have made in three rows as in the diagram above and sew. Trim block to 12-1/2” square and press!
Self-framed JEWEL STAR